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We hear it all the time. “I have all this data — but I can’t get the value from
it.” If that’s your question, this guide is for you. Part of our “Practical Guide
to Technology Issues” series, this document provides real-world, practical
advice and information for business owners who want to leverage technology
to achieve their business goals.
In this Practical Guide, we’ve brought together the experience of our company and many others to help you
understand what you most need to know and to pack that into a clear roadmap of how you can get started.
Is it valuable? Only you can decide that.
This guide contains a lot of information based on our real word experience. Feel free to browse, read
thoroughly or just skip down to the final points and the roadmap. And you can always call us —
 we’ll be
pleased to give you the “over a coffee” version as well.

IT’S ALL ABOUT THE DATA

relevant and insightful. So what was causing his

We had assembled a group of top consultants from

frustration? This is what he said. “You are all very

around the world and arranged a unique session with

bright, all very experienced. But you won’t stop

a bank that was looking for new ways to leverage

admiring the problem!”

technology to grow and find a real competitive
advantage. This was an annual “meet-up” for the very

You too may be feeling that same frustration when

best from our international consulting practice and

the talk turns to data and data analytics. When the

we had selected a bank in Europe with an extremely

talk moves to data lakes, data structures, tools or

intelligent and innovative CIO. There was a free-form

even the shortage of trained analysts, many business

exchange of questions and information as we took

leaders may feel the same way — everyone is just

turns asking questions and discussing a wide range

“admiring the problem”.

of issues. At one point, the CIO became exasperated
and brought the discussion to an abrupt halt.

The issue is not “big data”: just getting more or
managing it better. The real issue is how you get

Frankly, we were all a little mystified. We were “bang

value from your data. If that’s where you are, you are

on” with our analysis. Our questions were certainly

on the right track.
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Business and technology leaders know that all of

They manufacture nothing. Their warehouses are

the assets of your business — regardless of what

on the road to full automation. They outsource

type of business — data is now or shortly will be

their delivery. Their business is data.

the most important asset they have. It is — or will
be - the source of their competitive advantage.

When you stop to think about it, this makes perfect

The ability to manage, understand and most

sense. The exchange of data is how companies

importantly, gain usable insights from your data

understand and measure their business. It ’s how

will make or break almost businesses of all sizes

they not only manage, but lead, guide and even

and in all industries. Failure to understand that

motivate employees to carry out their strategy.

puts your business at risk — today or in the very

Data is how they interact with their customers to

near future.

understand their needs and desires, and to create
the type of experience that keeps them from

It’s true that there was a time when data was

clicking on someone else’s website.

mission critical only for those companies whose
products were easily digitized — music, publishing

It’s all about data.

and the like. But when taxi companies get walloped
by a Silicon Valley company, when an HVAC
data security, when even small country hotels fall

THE CHALLENGE OF
MANAGING DATA

under the killer force of internet bookings — you

Until ver y recently, understanding and

have to stop and take notice. Heck, even Walmart is

leveraging data really was something that only

feeling the hit from Amazon.com. Is a small product

the largest of companies could manage or

or retail business somehow exempt?

af ford. The processing costs were enormous .

company gets wiped out by their inability to manage

The systems to analy ze large volumes of data
And if you think that Amazon.com is anything but

were beyond the budgets of most mid or small

a data-centric company, you need to think again.

sized companies .

The issue is not “big data”: just
getting more or managing it
better. The real issue is how
you get value from your data.
If that’s where you are, you are
on the right track.
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It didn’t stop them from trying. Knowing how important

Second, even when companies know that

it was, many companies bravely tried to harness the

they have to grapple with these questions and

power of their data. Spreadsheets abounded —
 even

challenges, they face the challenge of priorities

today some businesses are still managed on enormous

and resources. Resources are precious in all

spreadsheets. For anyone who has built a large

companies. Any investment in data means

spreadsheet application (guilty as charged) and knows

cutting back on other issues and maybe even

the risks and vulnerabilities, this leads to, this should

on opportunities. How do you make sure you

scare the heck out you. But for a lot of businesses, it

don’t waste that investment? How can you make

was the only alternative to “flying blind”.

sure you get the results from your investment in
systems and processes?

Thankfully, those days are done. Given the tools
available today, even the smallest of businesses can

These are real challenges and excellent questions

find a strategy to leverage their data for competitive

and you should ask anyone who talks to you about

success. There is a solution to fit any budget and the

data analytics. Furthermore, if you engage any

good news is, with a relatively modest investment,

partner in this process, they should encourage you

even a small to medium-sized company can leverage

to ask these questions.

the same tools and methods as the largest companies.
Open source, software as a service, cheap data

Just because business is moving to a data-driven

collection devices and even Artificial Intelligence

world, that doesn’t mean it stops being business.

(AI) are available to any company out there.

You need a return on your investment - you need to
manage to your KPIs.

The Barrier Isn’t Technology
The barrier to data analytics is not technology. You
can break that deadly spreadsheet addiction. You
can do sophisticated analysis of even huge amounts
of data. You can bring in and merge outside datasets.
You can apply AI and Machine Learning techniques

The new KPI’s: “Knowledge, Prediction
and Influence”
We use KPIs to drive every project we do - but we
don’t select or even define them in the same way
that many others do. We define KPIs not by what
gets measured but by why we measure it.

So what’s stopping you? For many companies, there
are two barriers.

In our world, data is good when it can help us
acquire knowledge. That knowledge mean being

First, they don’t know how to select from the vast array

able to answer eminently practical questions like,

of tools, methods and technology options that are out

“where have products have been distributed?”

there. They have more questions than answers, even

and “what are our results?” Rapid access to key

after talking with “experts”. Which solution is right for

business information is the first level benefit

my needs? How will it fit with my existing systems?

of any data analytics approach. The key is

How will I get my data into the new system? How

that, unlike spreadsheets and other band-aid

do I deal with the quality issues? These are real

approaches, the information has to be timely,

and practical questions that must be answered.

accurate and trusted.
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The old saying, “what gets
measured gets managed” is all
too true. What is seen is what
is acted upon.

If you get the information too late, it ’s useless as

lead you higher levels of value and results. It can

a management tool. Finding out you didn’t make

lead you to ask the right questions. Questions are

your numbers three weeks after the month end

the first step in translating knowledge into real

isn’t useful. But getting information quickly isn’t

and usable insights about your business. It ’s the

useful if the information is wrong. How many

usable insights that you’re af ter: those insights

times have you received two different answers to

are what allow you to meaningfully improve your

the same question? Or worse, has anyone come

business results.

up sheepishly to tell you that the spreadsheet
numbers that they got so quickly were wrong

This is profoundly dif ferent from “admiring the

because a formula got accidentally changed?

problem”. This is a proactive search not merely
for answers, but for levers that we can move to

Timeliness and accuracy lead to trust. You need that

af fect our business results. To find those levers

single trusted source for each element of your data.

requires two additional essential characteristics.

Trust comes from ensuring that data is collected

You can judge all knowledge or insight by these

and stored accurately. And when calculations

two key elements to ensure your practical and

are made and transformations are done, it’s via a

successful action.

consistent and controlled process with tested and
proven routines.

Prediction — Can you use data and the insights
gained to predict the likelihood and impact of a

Getting to a level of knowledge about your business

future event so that you can take action or prioritize

via timely, accurate and trusted information can have

your response? And will that response lead to a real

meaningful and immediate results. The old saying,

and manageable business result? This can cover a

“what gets measured gets managed” is all too true.

wide range of items from predictive maintenance, to

What is seen is what is acted upon.

quality management, right up to demand predictions.
It’s one of the two main ways we translate knowledge

Knowledge from trusted data analysis can also

into action in a business context.
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Influence — You can also use data, not just to

Data scientists who manage data analytics and

predict, but to influence the likelihood of an event or

behavioural predictions for large companies have long

outcome. This is particularly important when dealing

grappled with this problem. Their approach follows

with more subjective and even unpredictable issues

the same scientific method we learned in high school

like human behaviour or customer experience. Once

maths and sciences. When you have a large problem

again, knowledge and understanding of what really

to solve, you need to build a smaller model to allow

drives customer loyalty and purchasing are critical,

you to test your theories, assumptions and questions

especially in an era where so few of us personally

before you put them into practice on a big scale.

interact with our customers. But it’s meaningless in a
corporate sense unless that knowledge can also help

And here’s the big secret. The model doesn’t have

you influence the outcome in some way.

to be perfect. It just has to predict accurately. You
may have to take that away and think about it for a

By the way, these issues not only apply to our

while. Let’s take an example from physics.

customers, they also apply to a wide range of
others who are critical to our success — employees,

Galileo did many of his famous calculations using

partners, stakeholders and influencers. In a world

simple geometry. He could never measure a curve

where “command and control” bit the dust years

accurately in his experiments, so he created models

ago, we are constantly trying to influence others to

that were “close enough” using what he knew at

help, collaborate and engage with us in fulfilling our

the time - simple geometry. Isaac Newton invented

mutual goals.

calculus and the ability to more accurately predict and
measure a curve. Newton’s measurements were more
precise, but they didn’t invalidate Galileo’s results.

Dealing with Uncertainty: “It’s not what’s
perfect, it’s what works best”
It’s great to throw around terms like “prediction” and
“influence”, but the skeptical reader who knows the
uncertainty of the modern era might say, that’s great,
but, “how do I know I’m right?”

Later, even Newton’s key assumptions were further
refined by more accurate computer calculations,
which enabled things like travelling to the moon.
The moral of that story? In business, we might not need
precision— we need accuracy. So any model we create
is not judged by whether it is true, it is judged by how

The skeptical reader would be right. You can’t

accurate its outcomes are for what we need to know

predict the future. You can never have all the data

today. You only need to be precise enough to make

you need. Human beings are awful at assessing

an accurate prediction or determine how to influence

cause and effect whenever there is any complexity,

behaviour. Accuracy is more important than precision.

uncertainty or even a time lapse between an action
and a reaction.

Given this level of practicality, with today’s toolsets
and a little creativity, companies of any size can

If you’re skeptical, you’re asking the right questions.

use analytics to have an incredible impact on their

How do we know we are right? How do we deal with

results. Moreover, it ’s not always “rocket science”.

uncertainty and the fact that we can never know

In fact, you may be doing this today with your

everything there is to know?

website or email campaigns. Successful companies
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have built what is called A/B testing into most

and modified them to suit the challenge of data

websites. You take a sample of your audience

analytics. We call it, Question, Measure, Learn

and show half of them one format or message

and Act.

and another half a different one. You measure
the results and pick the one that works the best

When you first think about it, it might seem difficult

overall. The fact that you are not 100% accurate,

to experiment. But it’s really not that hard once

or that you might not really understand the exact

you free yourself to ask “what works” rather than

cause of behaviour is interesting. But when you

“what is true in the absolute sense”. A/B testing

can increase your results by 20 or 30 percent, do

just tells you what happens. It’s not a full test of all

you really care that you are not 100% precise in

of your audiences or customers. It doesn’t promise

predictions?

the perfect solution. It may even lead to more
questions. It promises only that you will get better

A/B testing is one place where a number of

and better each time — continuous improvement.

companies have started to apply the science of
data analytics using models and samples. But it ’s

It ’s like the old joke about the two guys who

not the only place where this type of approach

encounter a bear. One of them puts on his

can be used. The best companies - even startups

running shoes while the other says, “you can’t

- have found that they can apply this to almost all

outrun the bear.” The guy with the running shoes

of their business processes and interactions. They

says — “I don’t have to outrun the bear, I only

follow a simple model pioneered by the American,

have to outrun YOU.” In a competitive world, it ’s

Charles Deming — the same model that took

just the same. You don’t have to be perfect, you

Toyota from a small firm to world dominance in

only have to be better than the competition. And

automotive manufacturing. It ’s called Lean and

if you are getting better with each and every

it follows a simple process which he called Plan,

experiment, you’ve learned the same lesson as

Do, Check, Act. We’ve taken Deming’s ideas

Amazon.com and a host of others.

The trick to testing lies in two
key points — objectivity and
repeatability. This is where
many analytics programs lose
their way.
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Objectivity and Repeatability: “If You
Think You’re Never Wrong, You’re Never Sure
You’re Right”
The trick to testing lies in two key points —
objectivity and repeatability. This is where many
analytics programs lose their way. The cold reality
is that as human beings, we are more likely to
ask questions and accept data that validates our
assumptions. We rationalize exceptions. If you are
truly going to get any benefits from analytics you
have to break this pattern.

experimentation and sometimes through failure. The
client’s response was a little tongue in cheek, but
honest: “I’d prefer it,” he told us, “if we didn’t learn
much while you were here.”
We know that this is wrong. We know that there is
often failure in business. We know that denying it is
not only wrong, but it’s what keeps us from achieving
our goals. Thomas Edison once said that he hadn’t
failed, he “just found 10,000 ways that don’t work.”
The same is true in data analytics. If you don’t learn

It only works if you consciously work to really test

anything new, or don’t disprove an idea or assumption

objectively. That means that no knowledge is real

you’ve had, one of two things is happening. Either

unless it’s proven. Period. Secondly, just like high

you’re perfect and don’t need analytics or your testing

school science (and all science in the real world)

is flawed. Our money goes with flawed testing.

results have to be repeatable. That’s the proof. Under

We are constantly finding our assumptions are

similar conditions, with similar data — you have to

incorrect, sometimes in small but important ways.

get the same result.
A culture where we don’t admit failure, a culture in
Objectivity and repeatability only happen when there

which we are embarrassed when our assumptions

is constantly questioning. We always ask, “why is this

are disproven — this is the culture that leads to

result happening?” And if we know why, can we find

failure in data analytics. You can always challenge

other ways to prove it? And we steadfastly work to

the results, but if you cannot accept that you

prove or disprove our theories.

might be wrong, what you spend on analytics
will be wasted. Moreover, you may disillusion and

Accepting this level of uncertainty runs contrary

demotivate your staff, and build a culture of cynicism

to everything many of us have been taught in our

that is poisonous to the modern enterprise.

“real life” business world. We come into the office
as human beings knowing that we don’t know

If you are not prepared to make decisions and take

everything, that the world is unpredictable, that

actions based on what the data tells you, save your

you can’t always be right — but then we have our

money and go with your gut or flip a coin. Even a

first budget meeting. We know that these are just

broken clock is right twice a day.

predictions, sometimes “wild-ass guesses.” And
everyone presents their PowerPoint and their Excel
models with as though they were absolutely certain.
We do not value being “wrong”, even when we learn
from it. We had a client a few years back where we
talked about this concept — of learning through

Getting to Why? “A Culture of Experimentation”
While we believe that experiments are valuable
when they get results, regardless of whether we
understand them, we also believe that it’s important
to ask “why?” at all times. Continually asking “why”
THE PRACTICAL GUIDE TO DATA ANALY TICS
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Pursuing the “why” also makes
it much easier to communicate
and reinforce the importance of
an action or issue — especially
in today’s world.

is how you get to the root cause of issues and not

complex data analytics, but they did do a good

just the symptoms. It leads you to other insights.

study on their processes and the associated costs.

This doesn’t contradict our earlier advice. Asking

They discovered that their cost of a preparing an

“why” will lead you to more things to test. You don’t

invoice meant that they were actually losing money

have to believe the answers until you can prove that

every time they sold something that cost a dollar.

your theory of “why” works — at least for now.

So the owner did what any data scientist would
do, but few business owners would sanction. They

Pursuing the “why” also makes it much easier to

gave away every part that was a dollar or less. Yes,

communicate and reinforce the importance of an

they just gave it away.

action or issue — especially in today’s world. When
you tell employees what to do, they might do what

Their business grew and profits soared.

you tell them if it’s measured. When you explain

We heard that story more than a decade ago. As the

why, their understanding will not only lead to

owners did, we had our own assumptions about why

improved compliance but will also makes it possible

it happened, but no concrete proof until we found

for them to transfer that knowledge to other tasks.

another company that reached the same conclusion

And if they challenge you? Even better. They are

by a different means. It too was a bike shop, but this

on their way to becoming part of your culture of

relatively small business was able to avail itself of

asking questions and questioning results. If they

a relatively low-cost data analytics platform. They

can come up with a better experiment to disprove

analyzed purchases and found that their highest

your operating model, fabulous! Until then, the truth

margin sales all came from customers that bought

is what is provable — for everyone.

the same three dollar part.

Results? “The Three Dollar Part”
Here’s a story that emphasizes the value
of analytics. There was a bike shop in the
northeastern United States. They didn’t have

Having found this result by experimentation, they
were poised to take the next leap. Could they use
this knowledge to predict who is going to be a loyal
customer? And once these customers have been
THE PRACTICAL GUIDE TO DATA ANALY TICS
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identified, can they influence them by nurturing

We once had a client who looked at our consultant

and developing their loyalty? Knowledge leads to

and said, “we get it. We understand everything

prediction, and prediction leads to influence.

you say is right. But can’t we just take a pill or
something?” Unfortunately, you can’t.

Both are great stories. In the first example, facing
the facts led to a bold business decision that

Our recommendation? Tackle an ordinary problem

challenged the status quo. If you really understand

with an ordinary approach.

the cost of your processes, it was the only logical
thing to do. In the second example, discovering

Start small. Keep regular. It’s not just a way of

a surprising piece of data led to new business

minimizing the investments you need to make, it’s a

strategies. If you understood the biggest predictor

practical guide to success in the real world. The fact

of who would be your most profitable customer,

is that big analytics projects (mega projects of any

what would hold you back from learning how to

sort) rarely work anyway. So what is the answer?

hold those customers?

The answer isn’t technology, the answer is people,
process and culture. Knowledge and insights have

There are dozens of other “three dollar part” stories

to lead to changes in how things are done in the real

out there. Your story might be savings in inventories

business day to day. Results have to be achieved and

or processes where there’s waste you don’t even see.

stories told. It’s not enough to change processes. You

It might be the one thing that you can do that really

have to change your culture to truly be analytics-

delights a customer or perhaps stop doing something

driven. Without that, you are simply, as our earlier

that alienates customers. Whatever it is, those and

client so accurately described it: “admiring the

other stories are out there for you to discover and

problem.”

profit from in your own business. Extraordinary
results from very ordinary interactions.

Start small. Get results. Build momentum.

Getting Started: “How do you eat an elephant?
One bite at a time.”
So if we know what is possible, why don’t we do it?
Why are there so many examples of bad decisions
that alienate good customers? The answer is, once
again, ordinary. What gets in the way? Life.

Don’t be afraid to start with small manageable
projects. These will allow you to get results, but
they’ll also allow you to have the chance to confront
setbacks, make mistakes, learn and get yourself back
on track. Data analytics is a lot like exercise or diets
— small, regular and constant is the way to go.

Most businesses know that there are many things
that they could do to improve their results. For all
too many, analytics is a good thing, but it’s just one
of the many good things that they could do. Even
those who believe this is the right direction can get
off track by the day to day challenges of running a
business. As the old saying goes, “it’s hard to drain
the swamp when you are up to your ass in alligators.”
THE PRACTICAL GUIDE TO DATA ANALY TICS
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OUR ROADMAP “A STEP
BY STEP APPROACH”
We really think that data analytics needs a concrete, business goal - whether it’s
a new approach or where you are trying to get an old project back on the rails.
We highly recommend doing a proof of concept - finding one or more questions
that are valuable to answer and using the principles and techniques we have
talked about to get a valuable and actionable insight or result.

STEP ONE - QUESTION
Find some questions that you can’t answer to.

Find five questions that you can’t answer or where you don’t trust the answers that
you have. Imagine for a moment: what would you do if you could answer those
questions? They can be big or small. In fact, small is good. We don’t care about
the size of the problem - we care about the impact of the solution. Remember, it’s
often the ordinary cause that leads to the extraordinary result. But there has to be
some benefit that you would see in getting an answer to the question.
How can you make sure your questions lead to results? We have found that what we
term the “agile” question is perfect for this. Try asking the question using this structure:
“If I had or knew ______________________ then we could do ______________________ .”
Take the five questions and prioritize them based on the following three criteria:
• Value
• Cost
• Time to show (initial but measurable) results
You don’t need to change the world, but you do need early victories that show
measurable results. It not only justifies your investment, it also motivates your people.
Ideally, you’ll come up with at least three to five ideas where the above
mentioned three criteria make the next step a compelling business proposition.
We pick at least three from a sense of reality that we gained doing Lean work for
companies. We know that not everything we do will succeed in the short run, and
we expect it. That ’s real world thinking.
But with three to five activities with relatively modest investments, you can expect
that some will generate interesting ideas to pursue further, some will yield little or
no results but at least one could give you a result, even a relatively modest one.
Business, like baseball, is won more times by a series of base hits than by home
runs. And if you hit a home run, it’s also great to have the bases loaded :-)
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STEP TWO - MEASURE

Get your data where it can be analyzed.
To be measured, you have to get your data into a place where you can manipulate,
analyze and measure results. In the “old days” of data warehouses and large
analytics, it was an enormous challenge because of a myriad of factors — diﬀerent
structures, diﬀerent operating systems, diﬀerent databases and data stores with
diﬀerent formats and that, in many cases was just the internal systems.
It’s still a challenge — but these days it’s a challenge you can manage. In most
cases, you have to bring together data not only from more than one source
but often from external sources. Increasingly it’s not even a case of different
structures — today we find that data is increasingly unstructured.
Chances are you have data in many different places. Various systems, files
and storage — legacy production, spreadsheets, outside applications and
increasingly even things like intelligent devices. Based on your questions, these
and potentially other data stores (outside data) need to be identified and brought
together in a way that they can be analyzed.
At one point, this might have involved the creation of a new data storage - what
was once called a “data warehouse” or on a small scale a “data mart”. That’s no
longer a requirement; thanks to more modern toolsets that can read data from
a variety of sources. While they are all relatively inexpensive, there is a range
of tools that can manage everything from small localized data stores to those
that can take in and manage vast amounts of data. Thanks to modern Artificial
Intelligence research, these tools can deal with both structured or unstructured
data. These remarkable tools can build structures and schemas from data that is
otherwise unintelligible.
Until recently there was a tremendous amount of clean up and transformation
that had to be performed on the data even before you could begin to work with it.
You had to build routines that would Extract, Transform and Load (ETL) your data
from its original sources. New toolsets minimize this work.
They are not magic. You still need someone who knows what they are doing. But the
work involved is far less onerous and can be done more rapidly and at far less cost.
Once you get your data to a point where you can read it, measure it and even analyze
it, you can begin to experiment using the questions that you have developed earlier.
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STEP THREE - LEARN

Develop your questions and initial experiments. Analyze and Learn.
Once you have the data in a format that you can work with, you can start to
analyze it in ways that begin to at least partially answer some of the questions
you have raised. What we have found is that, when we were able to analyze our
data, it leads to us to more question.
This is exactly what we need - and precisely what many managers fear. In
business, we like answers more than we like questions. So when we find that
a question leads to more questions, it is tempting to over-react and go back
to the pursuit of the initial question, even when we know that a small-seeming
“diversion” might lead to a much better result. In fairness, we do need to keep on
track: this is not an exercise in asking questions, it’s an experiment to establish
how we get a business result.
So how do you keep this in check? Go back to your “agile” question structure.
We want to do this new experiment or ask this new question so we can do what?
And if that “what” doesn’t link back to our goals and objectives - or doesn’t lead
us to a new objective with a greater impact or result, we put it aside. You don’t
have to abandon it. Just put it aside and pursue the outcome you are after.
Thomas Edison didn’t only doggedly pursue the right way to make a commercial
light bulb. He invented a lot of other things as well. But none of these distracted
him from the quest to find the perfect filament that would burn long enough to
be commercially viable. Relentless pursuit of the ordinary still went on in his
laboratory day in and day out until the answer was found.
The good news is that your many experiments can be done much more rapidly
with data analysis tools that allow you to do what once would have taken years
of effort. You can get new slices and dices of the data, build dashboards and
queries to track results and gather that data in real or near-real time - all at a
very reasonable price.
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STEP FOUR - ACT

Measure results, make changes, celebrate early wins (and dig deeper).

If you started with the right questions and if you gave yourself enough room to
find your “base hits” you will be well on your way to be able to take some real and
meaningful actions to change your processes, products and approaches. Those
should have impacts - business results - that are also concrete and measurable.
You might not find your “three dollar part” but you will find results. Results you
can celebrate. Results that can be transformed into stories that inspire and drive
your efforts forward.
No matter how major the results, home run or base hits - it's important to
remember to celebrate the wins and tell the stories. You may get accolades. If
you do, give credit to your team. You might meet some skepticism. Stay open.
Results and questions can both lead you to dig deeper and constantly questioning
your results. In today’s constantly changing world, you will need that discipline to
keep questioning not only your insights but also your methods and approaches.
New data and new information will cause you to celebrate and to question.
Stay focused. Be determined. But stay open. Remember, if you aren’t continually
learning something new or questioning the new “current wisdom” you are no
longer part of the solution. You are simply admiring problems.

SUMMARY
This guide was intended to give you a basic overview of how you can apply data
analytics in your business regardless of size. We hope you have a few takeaways
from this paper:
A recognition of the importance of data analytics to every business.
An understanding of the issues and key elements that are necessary to be
successful. A roadmap that outlines how a business of any size can get started
and obtain real, measurable results.
If we’ve intrigued you with this approach, we’d love to help you with a pilot. If
you’d like to find out more, please contact us at www.performanceadvantage.ca
or call us at 1-888-543-7810. We’d love to help.
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